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Introduction & Acknowledgement

Many friends, including several folks whom I had never
known before, suggested that it would be a good idea to
compile the small essays I wrote for various magazines and
newspapers. A good portion of this book therefore comprises
of those essays but in order to sustain the interest of the
readers who have already read them much revision has been
done and either fresh materials have been added or irrelevant

parts have been removed. The reader will also find a
substantial amount of new materials including short 'fillers'
which I hope will hold good interest.

The same friends who encouraged and at times pushed,
nudged and even yanked me to complete this book were also
responsible for many of the illustrations. I would like to
acknowledge in this regard Mahendra Banthia (for access to
his late father's collection of Bhutan photos), Nikhil Goyel of
Phuentsholing and Nima Sherpa of Beechwood (Darjeeling),
Dr. Shiva Kumar Rai of Gangtok (Sikkim), Denki Lhamu of
Bhutan, Das Studio (Darjeeling), Bourne Shepard & Co.
(Calcutta), Shankamath Pradhan (Samaj Kalyan Samity,
Jaigaon), Rajendra Lakhotia (Sikkim & Siliguri), Raja Surajit
Sen (Shillong & Guwahati) Paden Bhutia (Daughter-in-law of
the Everest topper Nawang Topgay), Sonam Gomphu (alias
Popo of Kalimpong), Basant Lama (Kathmandu) Dr. Sunder
Babu Palla (Bhutan and Nepal), and my incorrigibly
easygoing friend Binod Yonzone of Kalimpong for doing
some of the sketches.



I am giving a separate paragraphs for five special people. I am
deeply indebted to Advocate Anmole Prasad, who is a lawyer,
artist, poet, musician and a reluctant fiction writer all rolled
into one, for copy-editing this book. I had no claim on his
proficiency as an editor and yet he ungrudgingly agreed to do
the job. This book would not have been half as readable as it is
now without this multi-faceted lawyer's contribution. 1would
like to record my sincere indebtedness to Dr. Indrabahadur
Rai, Professor Samten Norbu and Mr. Krishna Singh Moktan
for their invaluable suggestions. All three of them are giants in
their respective fields of studies who have been honoured by
the society, the government and the academia for their
achievements and it is a special concession to me that they
went through the manuscript and recommend changes
wherever they were necessary. I am deeply honoured. And
finally, to Dikila, to whom this book is dedicated, Iwould like
to quote an often-sung line: "You are the wind beneath my
wings."

The book is designed as ajourney over the Himalayan region,
but unlike a regular travelogue it is haphazardly spread over
several centuries, without following any time sequence. The
reader is the traveller and the journey commences in England
with the story of aman who takes amost hazardous trip to the
Himalaya and perishes in the cold and insensitive snows of
Mount Everest, never to return to his English soil. The journey
rounds ofwith another Englishman, who having lived most ot
his fruitful life in India heads home to England, never to retiiin
to the Himalayan vicinity. From Mount Everest the path leads
to Darjeeling, Sikkim, Nepal, Bhutan, Tibet and back again to
Daneeling It then hops to the tea plantations in the foothills
(oS^ars) and finally ends with the above mentioned
Englishman, atea planter, leaving for England, which is where
our narrative or the journey commenced, making it akind ot a
round about journey. Considering the fact that all the



proceedings in the tour are based on true-life events spanning
many centuries, as well as several countries, it is difficult to be
original and this book does not claim to have even the
remotest proximity with that attribute. At best, I can claim that
only the treatment is original: the body wholly belongs to
others and. only the dressings are mine.

For each country or place we pass through I have included
commentaries, culled from books or stories told to me over a
period of five decades, on the local people and the practices of
the localities. It is my suspicion that it is not possible for
everyone to get their hands on all those books or for each one
of us to have elders passing down anecdotes of the yester
years. I have been fortunate to have friends who have large
collections of books and more fortunate to have a wife that
allowed me to build a personal library despite the steady
decline in our bank balance. Being inspired by friends and
pushed by a pressing desire to share the accounts read and
heard over the years the book took shape in the form you are
now reading. Despite the rather extravagant title and an
equally audacious the sub-title this volume is meant for the
general reader and does not pretend to have any great
scholastic merit. More specifically the book is targeted at the
people of the Himalaya and to those interested in the region
and if you have never been attracted by the Himalaya I hope it
will kindle some amount of curiosity.

Sonam B. Wangyal

2006
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"Z)r. Sonant B. Wangyal is eastern
Himalayan region's one of the most
prolific writers in the English language.
He has been a regular contributor to
major journals like 'Himal, The
Himalayan Magazine' (Kathmandu),
'The Statesman' (Nbplus, Siliguri
edition), 'Himalayan Times' (Kalimpong)
and numerous other journals, souvenirs,
directories and related materials. Besides
his recent successful book on Sikkint and

Darjeeling this collection ofsome ofhis essays is a wonderful reading
that generates humour, sadness, surprise and occasionally even manages
to startle the reader. I thoroughly enjoyed itfrom thefirst page to the
last."

Buddhiman Yonzone
* Central Committee Member

• All India Nepali Bhasa Samity
• Bharatiya Nepali Rastriya Parishad

A very interesting work...a happy blend of historical facts with the
mysterious and the unknown. Behind the portrayal ofsome characters
one discovers the author's keen sense ofscintillating wit."
Professor Samten Norbu

Scholar in Tibetan Buddhism and Retired Professor of Tibetan
Language, North Bengal University.

"I enjoyedreading the book."
Dr. IndraBahadur Rai, Ph.D

The leading Nepali litterateur ofthe present times.
Recipient ofall relevant awards for Nepali literature.

co/jtai/is a number of very interesting historical, cultural and
oug tprovoking essays. ..the versatility of the author on multifarious

subjects hasfound expression in hisfacile and lucid writings."
Krishna SinghMoktan

Former Inspector General of Prisons, West Bengal, and the recipient of
Bhanu Puraskar, Govt. of W. Bengal.
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